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When the tones drop and

you arrive on the scene of

a fire, your turnout gear

and hood are immediately

exposed to a number

of toxic chemicals –

exposure that can result in

serious health problems.

That includes cancer,

which is currently the

leading cause of U.S.

firefighter deaths. With

that fact in mind, LION has

developed redZone™,

our exclusive contaminant

control package.

redZone features five

particulate-blocking

zones designed to help

reduce your exposure to

the dangers lurking in

fireground smoke:
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A nomex® nano multi-layered
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ZONE 4:
clOSurE guard
Engages with just one zip. No
don the gear. Red hook and lo
turnout coat is properly closed
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LION'S RED ZONE™
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To learn more
about LION

TotalCare PPE
maintenance
services and

state-of-the art
fire training

products, visit
lionprotects.com
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LION'S RED ZONE™

QuEStiONS & PriciNg
Contact Fire-End at 800.759.3473 or
email us at info@fire-end.com.
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